



BallistiX SILANE STRIPPER is to scientifically designed to dissolve BallistiX products that have already cured. BallistiX 
SILANE STRIPPER does this one layer at a time. When multiple coating layers need to be stripped, follow steps 3 
through 6 below, as many times as is required. BallistiX SILANE STRIPPER is also effective stripping other generic types 
of coating.  

1. Site preparation is key. Before attempting stripping process, be sure to mask off and protect surrounding surfaces 
in order to avoid overspray or splashing during removal. In addition, it is always best practice to post signs 
informing others of the project and discouraging access to non-essential persons. 

2. Begin by aggressively sanding the clear silane film - this breaks the surface tension. This is most effectively done 
using a swing machine with 150 to 200 grit sanding screens.  

3. Apply the stripper to the designated area using brush or short nap roller. While the spread rate differential is 
determined by the surface texture, the stripper can be applied at between 200 and 250 square feet per gallon.  

4. For best results, allow the stripper to sit on the surface for approximately 2 hours. If you notice the stripper 
beginning to dry out or pull away, you can re-roll and lightly mist with clean water.  

5. After 2 hours, use a clean-grit scrub brush or green pad mounted on a swing machine and work the surface area 
to aid in removal.  

6. Then, using rinse & vacuum reclaim extraction equipment, thoroughly clean the entire floor area picking up any 
residual stripper and dissolved coating material.  

7. If additional coats were applied to the surface, repeat steps 3 through 6 for each layer.  

BallistiX SILANE STRIPPER is an extremely strong alkaline material. Always wear eye protection, rubber boots, rubber 
gloves and protective clothing when working with this stripper. Read MSDS & labeling before use.  

Be sure to observe all applicable local, state and federal waste management regulations pursuant to the use of BallistiX 
SILANE STRIPPER. Wipe, mop or soak up spills with absorbent material and hold for disposal.  
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